TRUE CRIME NON-FICTION BOOKS
(before and after TV's “Law and Order”)

Readers who want to learn more about the sensational crime and murder cases that were featured in newspaper and television coverage will find a wealth of materials at the library. The listed books and sound recordings are available at the Newton Free Library. The Newton Free Library, as well as the Minuteman Library Network, has many other books and CD audiobooks of other true crime events. Readers may also wander among the book shelving in the “New Books” Room or on the second floor to browse among the Dewey Decimal 364.152 books. Ask a librarian, if you need help.

Ablow, Keith R. Inside the Mind of Casey Anthony: A Psychological Portrait. 364.152 A15I 2013

Appignanesi, Lisa. Trials of Passion: Crimes Committed in the Name of Love and Madness. 364.152 A65T 2014

Berg, David. Run, Brother, Run: A Memoir of a Murder in My Family. 364.152 B45R 2013

Carey, Richard Adams. In the Evil Day: Violence Comes To One Small Town. 364.152 C18E 2015


Corbett, Ken. A Murder Over a Girl: Justice, Gender, Junior High. 364.152 C81M 2016

DeFruscio, Linda. Cornered: Dr. Richard J. Sharpe As I Knew Him. 364.152 D36C 2015


Freeman, Jim R. Unabomber: How the FBI Broke Its Own Rules To Capture the Terrorist Ted Kaczynski. 364.152 F87U 2014

Gross, Kali N. Hannah Mary Tabbs and the Disembodied Torso: A Tale of Race, Sex, and Violence In America. 364.152 G91H 2016

Halpern, Monda M. Alice in Shandehland: Scandal and Scorn in the Edelson/Horowitz Murder Case. 364.152 H16A 2015

Hogan, Shanna. The Stranger She Loved: A Mormon Doctor, His Beautiful Wife, and an Almost Perfect Murder. 364.152 H67S 2015


Neibaur, James L. *Butterfly in the Rain: The 1927 Abduction and Murder of Marion Parker.* 364.152 N31B 2016


Olsen, Gregg. *If I Can't Have You: Susan Powell, Her Mysterious Disappearance, and the Murder of Her Children.* 364.152 O52I 2014

Pinsky, Mark I. *Met Her On the Mountain: A Forty-Year Quest To Solve the Appalachian Cold-Case Murder of Nancy Morgan.* 364.152 P65M 2013


Pryor, Mark. *As She Lay Sleeping: A Shadowy Figure, a Brutal Murder, An Anonymous Tip. Will Justice Prevail? A True Story.* 364.152 P95A 2013

Ramsland, Katherine M. *The Devil's Dozen: 12 Notorious Serial Killers Caught By Cutting-Edge Forensics.* 364.152 R14D 2013


Wright, Leif M. *Deadly Vows: The True Story of a Zealous Preacher, a Polygamous Union and a Savage Murder.* 364.152 W93D 2014

**INTERNET RESOURCES**
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